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INNER SPACE is a new magazine that deals with the inner man, with the subjective experiences that dominate the major portion of our lives. We will explore the hidden talents of man’s mind and will, as objectively as possible, present articles that deal with the shadowed realms of our inner life: ESP, dreams, visions, hallucinations, prophecy, the supernatural and demonic in art, the mystery of the creative process, man’s primitive, supernatural beliefs and a survey of the mystery religions are only a few of the planned topics that INNER SPACE will offer readers.

INNER SPACE will explore these provocative shaded areas of our existence without mystery mongering or academic rigidity, but with close attention to any hard facts in scientific research that may bear on the mystery of man’s history, character and consciousness. In a word, INNER SPACE will attempt to achieve a balanced, broad presentation—to build a bridge between the subjective, intuitive experience of man and the objective rational world of the senses. “Occult” in the subtitle is used in its truest sense—that which is unknown, or hidden.

It is the nature of science to simplify complex phenomena to manageable proportions where it can be effectively measured, stimulated, or observed, without confusing the observer. Man is a complex creature. Perhaps this is why we know so little about ourselves, and why it has become popular to talk of inner space with the same intellectual reverence as outer space. Both are obviously complex beyond our present capabilities to understand.

Reflect for one moment that dreams, one of the most universal and easily experienced of mental phenomena were not even broached as a scientific subject for study until Freud and not investigated physiologically, or with objective measures, until Aserinsky, Dement and Kleitman began their work in the early 1950’s.

But knowledge is gained slowly, with measured step and an occasional giant step by some mentally athletic genius. Despair over how little we know is surely not in order, but perhaps less oversimplification and a bit more of a sense of wonder would be. We should surely keep an open mind in the tradition of William James: “On pragmatic principles we cannot reject any hypothesis if consequences useful to life flow from it.”

People have always been fascinated with ESP, the occult and religion, for directly or by implication they deal with ultimate questions of what life is all about. Times are confused and an intense search for values is occurring. Traditional ways are being re-examined. Many are turning for the first time to these new fields of interest, and it is important that they not be given only sensationalism. Parapsychology is a field rich with intriguing data and ideas. Such information must be presented in a balanced way, for it is complex and particularly open to sensationalizing and falsifica-
tion—even if only by omission or emphasis. INNER SPACE is an attempt to balance the rational processes of mind with the intuitive—the subjective with the objective. This approach is not a solution but an open search and query. Hopefully, we can also laugh a little, as well. For this reason we are introducing satirical and light humor pieces in INNER SPACE. We hope to balance out the overly serious, oft-times pretentious soul searching and "sage-making" quality of many interested in the psychic.

Our editorial policy is to present both sides of issues and ideas. Accordingly we included two interviews with Isaac Bashevis Singer and Isaac Asimov in the inaugural issue. Singer and Asimov represent, it seems to us, a common polarity of attitudes and ideas in contemporary society—especially relating to concepts about man, God, science, ESP and other subjective experiences such as dreams.

Yoga has come into prominence in recent years after millennia of development. Like most human endeavors, yoga has its extravagant side and its insightful, valuable and penetrating aspect. We have therefore presented a satire of the fraudulent, deluded type of yoga teacher so prevalent in today's society. In contrast, we hope to present in the next issue a more serious examination of yoga and psychic phenomena by a respected yogi and teacher.

We believe that truth cannot be uncovered by cursory examination, by stridency or by omission of uncomfortable facts, but rather through as complete a presentation of material as possible. If something is true no amount of examination will make it less so—in fact, the opposite occurs and its characteristics can only be made clearer. In short, we are not disturbed by conflict or contrast. It is perhaps, after all, through contrast that we gain insight.

Nothing is unique unto itself. It is the bombardment of information, of overspecialization in a variety of disciplines that creates the impression of separateness. Nothing is unrelated in the spectrum of life. This is especially true of phenomena relating to man. And although a specialist may be forced, by the necessities of time, energy, and finances to channel his efforts, it becomes the responsibility of others to create a bridge over the chasm of confusion that develops out of this situation. We have taken some of this responsibility upon ourselves and can only try to pursue our goals with diligence and fairness. We can perhaps take comfort in the face of such an epic undertaking from Teilhard de Chardin's idea that "man's true home is his mind," and with that thought clearly held, exploring inner space may be like returning home after a long absence.

Raymond Van Over

A NOTE FROM THE PUBLISHER

The ideal publisher does not write anything except checks, but we've never claimed to be perfect, and so this intrusion. The ideal editor knows his field, is dedicated to the idea of reaching as many people as possible with all that is fascinating in it, and has good, but not rigid, ideas of how to accomplish this.

This, we think, is a fair description of Raymond Van Over, Editor of INNER SPACE. Mr. Van Over was formerly Editor of the International Journal of Parapsychology. He has edited and written several books in the psychic and occult field including: Explorer Of The Mind, The Clairvoyants, Esp: The Invisible Dimension and a new version of the Chinese oracle, I Ching. He is a frequent lecturer and radio panelist and teaches courses in parapsychology at New York University and Hofstra University.

Managing Editor, W. R. Akins was formerly the Executive Director of the Parapsychology Foundation, and co-founder of the New York Review. He has worked as an editor for Henry Holt, Bobbs-Merrill and Grove Press. The author of seventeen books, whose poems have appeared in Southern Review and elsewhere, he is currently at work on an Encyclopedia of the Psychic Sciences.

In addition to introducing editors, publishers also write those checks, and so a word about the production of INNER SPACE. Considerable extra expense has gone into ensuring a quality package: e.g., the distinctive cover paper (a heavy, stippled stock) and the text paper, a special tinted book paper that is long lasting and easy on the eyes without sacrificing any clarity of reproduction for photos and artwork.

The guy who figures out where everything goes on our pretty paper is Stan Levy, who is responsible for the distinctive design and typography.

In short, we think that you are holding in your hands the best magazine available on the psychic and occult, and we hope that you'll stay with us for the issues to come.

TO OUR READERS

The editors of INNER SPACE magazine invite your comments and suggestions. Write and tell us of your reaction to this issue. If there is some aspect of the psychic or the occult which especially interests you, let us know and we'll try to include an article on it in the forthcoming issues.
Jane Roberts: Modern Medium
by C. C. Chambers

Jane Roberts sits in her pleasant living room. She talks animatedly, and suddenly, almost at the snap of a finger, she goes into trance. The lights have not been dimmed, nor have any elaborate breathing exercises preceded her trance. Her voice lowers to a male register, the pupils of her eyes darken and dilate perceptibly. The personality of Seth has come.

Most mediums supposedly receive messages from another realm, often from the recently departed. Some have special guides, or “alternative personalities.” It is not yet clear who or what a control personality is. Eileen Garrett, for example, has Uvani; Douglas John- son, Chiang; Mrs. Leonard had Feda. Jane Roberts has Seth.

Seth uses Jane Roberts’ body to some extent. Her facial characteristics change. Her eyes look directly at you as she speaks in Seth’s voice, but they are no longer her eyes.

One may wonder at first if she is only acting, but after hours of trance, the personality of Seth becomes sharply delineated.

The above is actually in sharp contrast to the usual seance, as an example from personal experience illustrates. THIS medium, whom I will not name, arrives in sneakers and a sweat suit, carrying his collapsible aluminum trumpet in a knitting case. He explains his clothing by telling us that in trance he sweats profusely. It is, as a matter of fact, beastly hot, but the windows must be covered with many layers of the New York Times to keep out any flicker of light. We form a circle, hold hands, put water with salt in a bowl, sing songs to send up positive vibrations. The medium gasps frequently, and finally after much time has passed, says things like, “Who knows a John. I get a John.” No one apparently knows John. Any information produced is fragmen-
question. Seth responds like a teacher (which he claims to have been in previous lives), always trying to present the material in symbols or analogies that will be understood. His style and personality are quite his own.

Robert Butts, Jane's husband, meticulously records each session in shorthand, and has been doing so since 1968 when it all began. A session usually lasts about an hour and a half, sometimes longer. The collected material now covers more than 5,000 double-spaced, typed pages.

Jane Roberts thought she had her life all planned out. She is a published writer and her husband a painter. They were living the way of the normal world. She had not had psychic experiences as a child like most mediums, nor was she acquainted with the occult. Trance was a vague term to her. Interestingly enough, her first psychic step came through her poetry. Perhaps for this reason she believes that the creative experience is the gateway to the unconscious for us all. In her book, The Seth Material, recently published by Prentice-Hall, she relates the whole step-by-step development of her mediumship and the appearance of Seth. She describes her first experience very well. It is late at night and she is working on her poetry.

... Between one normal minute and the next, a fantastic avalanche of alien ideas burst through my head with tremendous force, as if my skull were some sort of receiving station, turned up to unbearable volume. Not only ideas came through this channel, but sensations, intensified and pulsating. I was turned in, turned on, whatever you want to call it; connected to some incredible charge. I didn't even have time to call out to Rob. It was as if the physical world were really tissue paper thin, hiding infinite dimensions of reality, and I was suddenly flung through the tissue paper with a huge ripping sound. My body sat at the table, my hands furiously scribbling down the words and ideas that flashed through my head. Yet at the same time I seemed to be some place else, traveling through things. I went plummeting through a leaf to find a whole universe open up; and then out again, drawn into something else. I felt as if knowledge were being implanted in my very cells, so that I couldn't forget it—a gut knowing, or a biological spirituality.

This is certainly a startling creative experience. Keats would have called it the "heat of the mind", or Blake, an inspiration from an "eternal realm." Later, Jane was to say that this experience was as different from the ordinary inspiration of creative work "as a bird is from a worm." Jane learned from Seth that this was one of his first attempts to contact her. In her book, she rather humorously remarks that if Seth had gone any further at that time, or if she had started speaking in his voice, she would have been frightened and overwhelmed. Further communication would have been impaired.

Jane and Rob then tried the Ouija board. The first hint of something unusual was when Jane began anticipating first the words and then whole sentences. She began to "hear" the words and began wanting to speak them. Finally, she did so and Seth came for the first time.

Understandably, she suffered a long period of doubt about Seth and herself. Partially, she kept the sessions up out of curiosity, for she felt that the material was interesting and far better than she could consciously do herself. Naturally, she and Rob plied Seth with questions. Who or what was Seth? Why did he pick Jane?

Seth replied:

The designations "spirit," "medium," etc., are ridiculous. You are simply using your inner senses. These senses are not magical. I am not some secondary personality, nor some beady-eyed spirit sitting on cloud nine. It is simply a fact
that I have lived as a human being. I make contact with you through your subconscious, which is the inner senses. I have absolutely nothing to do with that portion of the subconscious which is involved with your personal memories or your personality make-up. You ask me why this material is being given to you. My answer is, beside my strong affection for you both, that you are unaffiliated with any cult, or particular school of thought. You are open-minded, and not fools; not ready to cast me in the guise of a pot-bellied cupid, Buddha, saint or devil. Such people are hard to find.

In other sessions, Seth further explained that Jane had been chosen because her ego structure was sufficiently strong, for one too weakly structured would be shattered by such an experience as trance, which involves the introduction of another personality into one’s life.

What of Jane and Rob’s reaction to these startling events? They were fascinated and sceptical simultaneously. Jane especially wondered. Was she producing all this from her subconscious mind? Was this some sort of new creative outlet? Was she only seeking attention? Was the personality of Seth like some psychotic manifestation as in The Three Faces of Eve? To live with such questions and leave them unresolved did not seem a very pleasant solution. In some respects, the only way to find out was to keep experimenting with the sessions.

Jane also began to remember her dreams in detail, and also to have out-of-the-body experiences (astral projection). Her doubts were now alternately soothed and inflamed by much reading as well. Her opinions remained unresolved:

I found the ideas presented in The Seth Material fascinating, but I was not about to accept them as the same kind of solid fact which I accepted, say, as the bacon I eat for breakfast. Now I know they are far more important... The impact of my own experience was too undeniable to ignore, yet I held back also. To me, it was tantamount to intellectual suicide to even admit the possibility that Seth was actually someone, a personality who had survived death.

Finally, one experience began to reassure her that she had not at least been making it all up. During one session while her physical body sat in her own living room, Seth was speaking and Rob taking notes, she experienced an out-of-the-body projection to California 3,000 miles away. Seth’s voice described what she saw. When these details were verified by two complete strangers (it was their home she had described) her doubts began to melt. Jane knew this had not been faked—could not have been faked. Accurate clairvoyant information had been received. Since that time numerous other similar examples have occurred, further convincing Jane that Seth, regardless of his nature, aided her in obtaining accurate ESP.

Perhaps the most difficult doubt to resolve was the idea that Seth might be a secondary or alternative personality. In studying other such cases, she discovered that the secondary personality almost always tried to undermine and take over the ego, causing the personality to disintegrate. At no time has Seth ever tried to intrude upon her “sense of self.” When she feels his presence she can always prevent him from “coming through”. Rather, there has been a stabilizing of her ego, and an enhancement of her life as a whole.

And what about the Seth Material itself? Below are just a few provocative quotes taken at random from Jane’s book, The Seth Material:

The personality is multi-dimensional. The individual is basically free of space and time. The fate of each of us is in our own hands. Problems not faced in this life will be faced in another. We cannot blame God, society, or our parents for misfortunes, since before this physical life we chose the circumstances into which we would be born and the challenges that could best bring about our development. We form physical matter as effortlessly and unselfconsciously as we breathe. Telepathical-
ly we are all aware of the mass ideas from which we form our overall conception of physical reality.

The ego is that portion of waking consciousness that deals with physical manipulation.

Many concepts, and practical inventions, simply wait in the dream system in abeyance until some man accepts them as possibilities within the physical frame of reality... Imagination is waking man's connection with the dream system. Imagination often reinstates dream data, and applies it to particular circumstances or problems within daily life. The dream universe then possesses concepts which will some day completely transform the history of the physical world, but a denial of such concepts as possibilities delays their emergence.

Telepathy operates constantly. If you continually expect an individual to behave in a particular manner, then you are constantly sending him telepathic suggestions that he will do so. Each individual reacts to suggestion. According to the specific conditions existing at the time, such an individual will to some extent or another act according to the mass suggestions he receives. These mass suggestions include not only those given to him by others, both verbally and telepathically, but also those he has given to himself both in waking and dream states. If an individual is in a state of despondency, this is because he has already become prey to negative suggestions of his own and others.

...physical matter is like plastic that we use and mold to our own desire, not like concrete into which our consciousness has been poured.

One can only imagine the feelings of Jane Roberts upon being told that this material had come through her. Before the sessions, Jane had not even believed in life after death, much less reincarnation or mass telepathy.

Jane expresses her new attitude towards life. "The Seth Material has completely changed my ideas of the nature of reality, and reinforced my sense of identity. No longer do I feel as I did before, that man is the slave of time, illness, decay, and at the mercy of built-in destructive tendencies over which he has no control. I feel in control of my own destiny as never before, and no longer ruled by patterns subconsciously set in my childhood."

Rob has had his life affected in a very practical way. Through the sessions he has gained great insight into his own family. He has also corrected his mental attitudes enough to rid himself of a painful back condition. His painting has taken on a new twist. Rob now sees visions, in the Blakian tradition, which inspire his paintings. He may be driving to work, and one will pop into mind. Having a fine visual memory, he sketches it immediately and later paints it. He has even gotten detailed directions on how to obtain certain skin tones as well as such sage advice as:

"Imagine the individual as the center of all life, so that when the painting is completed, it automatically suggests the whole universe of which the individual is part. Nothing exists in isolation, and this is the secret that the old masters knew so well."

Both Rob and Jane have widened their mental horizons, but they continue their normal lives. Jane still writes, Rob paints better than ever, but they both put more into their lives and get more out of it. They both feel that through the compilation of the Seth Material they can help other people. Seth agrees with them, and for this reason Jane Roberts does not give individual readings to the public as do most mediums, nor does she ever accept money even for expenses.

Guided by Seth, Jane has taken on the task of teaching ESP classes, along simple informal lines. The classes are small, only about 10 or 12 people. They are local people who are interested in trying out tests and experiments twice a week. Quite a few of them have improved, and some have shown real ability. Seth regularly appears during sessions and makes commentaries.

For those interested, I would certainly advise reading The Seth Material. There are parallels with the Cayce material, and other philosophical ideas that have kept cropping up through the ages. But there is a good deal that is presented rather originally.

Regardless of its source, the Seth material is filled with constructive ideas, humor and wit. It is a fine change from being told that man is simply a finely tuned computer, or a predetermined puppet of his early environment, etc. Is it not because we are more than we know that we all so resent being numbered and categorized? According to Seth, one of his purposes is to show us how much more there is to life—to enable us to appreciate ourselves more fully.